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ABSTRACT

The representation and solution of syllogistic arguments have been

studied and finally, a model which can represent arguments conveniently

and solve them to bring conclusion with the help of computer, has been

prepared.

The model is expected to act as a subset module of AIP(Artificial

Intelligence Program). Hence,considering the loads on the knowledge base

of AI P, attempts have been made to minimize the number of symbols per

proposition. Also, care has been taken to make easy conversion of

propositions in English language to the proposed form.

To attend bigger domain of problems, certain deviations form the standard

syllogism have been allowed. This makes the model stronger without any

inconvenience, or without extra cost.

Finally, a decision table, a Nassi diagram, a flow chart and a computer

program have been prepared to represent the model. The program has also

been tested to perform argumentation from premisses in the suggested

format.

During coding of the premiss indicator and preparing the flow chart, care

has)been taken to n1aximize entropy of the system.
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CHAPTER-1

INTRODUCTION

1:1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The existence of the problematic world has broken down the

monotony of human life. Continuously under the load of problems ,

we seek the help of ex"ternalagencies to baffle down our loads.

At the same time we seek new problems to enjoy the happiness of

discovery related to finding solutions. A lot of things have been

created to contribute today's life on earth. But we are not con-

tent with that; our attitude does not allow us to remain content

forever. So, we are trying to exploit more and more of external

agencies 1n our favour and perhaps it is a never ending process

till we exist on earth.

Computer is one of the most fascinating creations of human

being.Through cumulative development of science and technology,

today's computers bear a lot of decision making problems of us

and nourishes the field of information processing method of ".

problem solving. The rapid development of IC technology has

brought it to such a state that today at least we can think of



developing programs, which will show intelligent behaviour,

human being.

like

Recently, round the globe, Artificial Intelligence

programming (AlP) has received good attention from the computer

scientists and engineers. Though, the constraints exerted by the

computer's hardware technology, put programmers in a confined

.space, the concept of AlP is taking a shape at a good pace.

To.introduce l'Artifici.al Intelligence'1, a definition of the word

"intelligence" needs elaboration. In our endeavour to define

what is intelligence, we find that the mental image produced by

the word "intelligence" differs from person to person. It may be

a debatable issue, that whether or not, we can make adequate con-

notations for the word "intelligence" so that it will be clearly

distinguished . Recognizing the intelligence in innumerable pat-

.tern of behaviour, we can at least attach the following connota-

tion for the word, to make a useful and workable. definition of

intelligence. we find that "intelligence" is a complex associa-

tion of number of capabilities:

1- Capability of Self acquisition of knowledge and learning.

2. Capability of understanding relations

3. Capability of automatic argumentation

4. Capability of understanding problems (pattern of output

6



(respond) requirement) and-relating or constructing the ways of

solutions promptly.

Technology does not provide enough equipment to develop software

of AI, satisfying all the criteria of intelligence. In this

context, the current computer technology has limited our scope.

The self acquisi-tion of knowledge requires complicated input

devices, but even[l] with the most sophisticated I/O device, we

have not yet been able to simulate the vision of insects; the
memory of present computer systems puts a serious constraint on
the attempts to design knowledge base of AlP, where knowledge may

be stored; we are already bogged down WiUl -thepresent -trend of

parallel processing but AlP requires huge parallel processing

interrelated by a complicated relationship, which is not yet un-

derstood thoroughly. On the other hand, the complicated architec-

ture of human brain does not allow us to go-into adequate detail

of human brain structure, that might provide a direction to our

future works. Still, attempts of AI projects are made justified

by the byproducts of such research.

Also, the theoretical developments related to this field, are not

enough to boost up research on the AlP, since we readily visual-

1ze their inadequacy.

versatile mapping rule,

We have not yet been able to develop any

whic~ can establish relations among the

7



objects of complicatOed cybernatic system, open system, social

sys.temetc. Mathematics show certain production rules by exploit-

ing certain sequences among the objects. For example, by exploit-

ing the successor predecessor relationship in number theory, we

establish functional relations and we can produce result from the

given condition. But it becomes difficult and almost impossible

to establish some sequences among practical non-numeric objects

and make versatile useful non-numeric functional production

sys.tem.Very often, we see, that we do not have any sequence to

exploit and develop required production system. We have not yet

been able to produce efficient non-numeric function but a lot of.

attempts have been made to exploit the productivity of mathemati-

cal systems. The concept of Key Address Transformation (KAT)[9]

and hash functions reflec~these attempts.

in incipient state.

But these things are

To solve the problems of AlP, a lot of theoretical and pract.ical

works are going on side by side and only a good marriage of

these can make AI programs a success. Though the depth of them

can not satisfy the requirements of AlP, it does satisfy the en-

~I

thusiasm of the computer scientists and engineers and adds new

problems into their domain of thought and the byproducts of these

works add considerably to enrichment of computer systems.

8



Still some of the theoretical developments have not been used in

AlP. Many theoretical works have not been used even in computer

programming which could be promising. One of the most important

works of them, in context with AlP, is the works on

argumentation. The history of argumentation is as old as the his-

tory of human civilization but the real formalization of argumen~

tat ion , as we know) owes much to the great philosopher,

Aristotle. After the works of Aristotle, things have been formal-

ized .further by many philosophers, linguists and computer

scientists. Among them the Post[15] production systems of

Logician Emil post for which we appreciate WFF's(Well Formed

Formulas» of predicate calcull)s. The phrase-s'truc1:ure grammars

of linguist Chomsky and BNF form (Backus Normal Form) of the

programmer John Bacus receives the attention of computer

scientists. The subjects like Predicate calculus, Propositional

calculus etc. J have been evolved as a result of such

formalization.

1.2 ARGUMENTATION

Argumentation is the process of drawing conclusions from a set of

facts or aXloms. The representation of facts have direct bearing

upon the process of production of conclusions. So, this work

seeks a suitable representation technique of categorical propos i-

9



tions in the computer storage and mak~ian attempt to establish a

convenient storage manipulation procedure that can sieve out in-

valid arguments and produce valid conclusion from the given for-

mat of categorical propositions in computer storage called

knowledge base which remain under the control of AlP.

Mathematically the process of general argumentation may be looked

upon as a premisses-conclusion relation/mapping:

P ---------)C

,where P is set of facts or axioms given for the argumentation

called premisses and

C is the conclusion.

The most important and useful subset of this set of problems is

called syllogism where a conclusion is drawn from two relevant

premisses involving categorical propositions.

10



1.3 SCOPE OF WORK.

Argumentation is a vast field of AlP. We, therefore, narrow down

the domain of our problem into a managable size and limit our-

selves to a specific part of argumentation, which cover deductive

arguments i~volving two standard formed categorical

propositions, called syllogism which is the most important class

of argument that we encounter in our daily life.

This work is an attempt to provide Argumentation Model (AM), as a

subset of AlP, capable of making inference from the facts and

axioms of AlP's knowledge base with the help of transformation

associated with syllogism.

1;3.1 IMPORTANCE OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

One of ~~~ most important expectation from the computer andAIP

is to obtain logical decisions promptly from the knowledge or

"fact or axioms" at hands. To support this expectation a general

subsystem is required which can be shared by all other modules of

AlP, seeking argumentation from the knowledge at hand.

No computer 1S yet known which can provid~ argumentation

directly from the capability of hardware. Nor is available(at our

11



hand) any computer program or algorithm which can support

argumentation. So, the proposed model is to keep all efforts to

minimize the gap in the field of syllogistic argumentation, which

is one of the most important modules for AlP. This model is also

useful 1n the development of query processor and similar

programs.

1.3.2 THE PROBLEM DEFINITION

"-As shown in the figure 1.1,

produce conclusions from facts

the proposed model is expected to

and axioms represented in the

format, which will be fixed up subsequently. after consideration.

of the requirements of syllogism. Since syllogism have been

selected as our target group of argumentation problems, the

proposltions coming as input to the model are categorical

propositions. So the subject and predicate terms .ofthem will be

categorical objects( categorical variable or constant).

For the development of model the following steps are required:

1. To select a suitable format of categorical propositions.

2. To sieve out invalid arguments by a process of discrimination.

3. To synthesize conclusion from the.given set of premissive

propositions.

12
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Figure 1.2 shows the interdependence of different chapters in the

formation of corresponding conceptual model.

,- ~'--

1.3.3 SUMMARY

To do a survey to fix up a set of general table handling proce-

dure as a flexible production system that can be used by varlOUS

information processing models.

To use this table handling procedure to replicate the process of

mediation( Syllogism is realized through the process of mediation

where a middle term(subject or predicate term common to both the

premisses) connects the extremes.). The structure coming from the

knowledge base of the AlP affects the specific rules of the table

handling procedure.

So, the work also covers the fixation of suitable structure of

premisses in the knowledge. base of the AlP( since there is an as-

sumption that the model is a general subset 6f AlP), which will

be used by the model.
So the fruits of this work may be used in many applications where

argumentation is involved.

13
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CHIWTER 2

In an argumentatIon, we draw a conclusion on the basis of one or

more propositions accepted as the starting point of the process.

Thus, we see that an argument consists of a conclusion and a set

of propositions, providing groundS for the COI1Clusioll. Hn argu-

ment may be correct or incorrect.For example",

Hil men are mortal.

All COl'JS are mortal

-------------------
Hellee J all men are cows &

is an incorrect argument.

an a t.-recognize and sieve out incorrect arguments. For that,
So, the process of argumentation must l,avB adequate checks, to

tached process is required, d1 scl' :uni na te i.noor-reet



arguments. This requires that

•

a set of rules must be sought~

which will provide a means to discriminate incorrect arguments.

Definitely these rules are dependent on the constructs or struc-

ture of the argument in questi"on and thEnr

elements) .

illgredients (i.e,

Therefore, at the very beginning of analys:,,"of arguments, an

structural analysis of arguments is requlred, by whi.ch, I.ewill

appreciate the elements of arguments and the links among them.

This structural analysis will be fpllowed by a functional

analysis by which we are going to obl:ain detail processing

requirements- l"his functional analysis in cOlobination with str-uc-

tural analysis will provide a set of rules which can dlscriminate

non fertile combination of premisses and synthesize conclusion~

from the fertile ones. In other word which can do argumentation.

Arguments are traditionally divided into two different types:

1. Deductive arguments and

2. Inductive arguments.

Although every argument involves the claim that its premisses

provide grounds for the correctness of its conclusion, only a

deductive argument is actually justified in the claim,

premisses do pr"ovide a conclusive ground.

tl1at its



In case of a deductive argument, the technical terms "valid" and

"invalid" are used in the place of I'correct" and "incorrect"

Because,respectively.

deductive argument,

the degree of correctness,

is a binary issue: either it is

in cas~ of a

valid ~r in-

valid and nothing in between.

A deductive logic is valid when its premisses (considered as

true) do provide a ground for its conclusion. The conclusion and

the premisses are so related that it is absolutely impossible for

the premisses to be true, unless the conclusion is also true. The

task of deductive logic is to clarify the nature of the

between premisses and conclusion in valid .arguments.

relation

Inductive logic has a striking difference 1'1'0111 deductive logic in

the above context. Deductive arguments may be evaluated as bet-

ter or worse, according to the degree of likelihood or probabil-

ity which their premisses confer upon their conclusion. An induc--
.{ive- logic is neither valid nor invalid i.n.the sense in which

those terms are used in deductive logic.

So, the variations in deductive logic is limited and manageable;

the conclusion premisses mapping are fixed for a given argument

and hence, we can easily sort out a set of rules for the deduc-

tive inference.

3



2.2,.1 ELEMENTS OF ARGUMENTS(AN STRUC'I'U1{ALANAJ~)'SISOF ARGUMEN'I~tl

In an argumentation, we draw a conclusion from a given s~t of

facts and axioms, which we have mentioned earlier to be

premisses. It may, be pointed out that both the premisses and the

conclusion are actuallY "propositions".
Propositions are either true or false statements. They differ

from other sentences, such as questions, commands and

exclamations. Only propositions can be either asserted or denied;

none of them can be affirmed or deniedor expressed

questions may be asked , commands given, and exclamations uttered

i.e,judged to be either true or false. In -t-ermsof set theory,

A:Argument r <C:Conclusion, F:facts/axioms) ( IP:propositions •..)

2.1.2 SENTENCES Vs. PROPOSITIONS

~wo sentences wllich are clearly different because they consist of

different words arranged differently,

proposition. For example,

context and meaning. Hence,

may still have the same

they will be the one and the same
I"r.,
\J

"I wrote this thesis"

"This thesis was written by me"



are two different sentences for the first one .consists of four

words, whereas, the second senterlce contains six words; also the

first sentence begins with the word "I", whereas tile second sen-

'lence begins with the word 11Thisll
• There are ;11so othel' points of

differences between these two sen t~ences. two sentences,

however, have exactly the same meaning and they convey the same

message, so that, they actually stand for one single proposition.

..In .o.therword , it is customary to use term lIpropositions"

refer to what sentences assert.

The differences between sentences and propositions are brought

out by the remark that,

"A sentence is always a part of a language .the language in

which it is enunciated. whereas propositions are not particular

to any of the language in which they Ulay be expressed."

Three given sentences:
It is rain ing----English

II Pleut----------French
Es regnet---------German

are certainly different, for the first one is in English the

second in French, and the third in German. Yet, they have but a

single meaning and they represent a single proposition.

5



So, we see that, arguments are constructed in t1J1'U11iI of

is a:f-

propositions. And there is no hard and fast rule, to represent a

proposi tion, since a proposition may be expressed with differen"t

sentences in the same or different languages.

We have distinguished two types of propositions in the course of

our discussions:
Conclusive proposition, in short 'Conclusion' and

Premisive proposition, in short lIpremissll.
The conclusion of an argument is that proposition which

the basis of Premisive proposition thatfirmed

provide

or produced

grounds for

on

the production and acceptance of the

conclusion. For example,

All cows are mortal .•...... premiss-l

This is a cow ........ premiss-2

--------------------------------------
This is mortal --------)Conclusion

Thus IC: conclusion ,Pn: premiss) ( (P:proposition.)

It should be noted, that premisses aud conc.lusion aloe J"e.i.ative

terms: one and the same proposition can be a premiss J.none and u

conclusion in another. For the process of sharper dis"tinction,

therefore, some prefixed terms are used to qualify propositions:



"therefore", Ilhence", "thus", "consequently", 'lit follows that",

"we may infer that", "we may conclude that" et,c4 are ealled con-

elusion indicator, since they help to distinguish conclusion from

premisses of iiO argument. On the other hand, "since.", 'tbee.ause",

II for" , "as", "in as much as'l Ulld Ilfor tile reason that" etc4 are

used to qualify propositions in an argument as premiss;

are called Premiss indicator.

2.2 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF SYLLOGISM

Syllogism is the most important class of arguments of

so they

deductive

arguments. It involves two premisses and a conclusion. Therefore

a syllogism establishes a relation between one conclusion and two

premisses and hence mathematically we call it a two to one map-

ping problem. Thus,

C(--------PI () P2

where C is a conclusion ,
pI and p2 are premisses such thatC,pl,p2 ( \P:proposition)

Since syllogism is a subset of argumentatioll, the analysis

required by the deductive arguments

'I

is also required by



syllogism. For instance, we see that the following argument is an

invalid argument.

All cows are animals

All dogs are animals

All dogs are cows

We, therefore, need to set a set of rules that can sieve out

these types of invalid arguments. To distinguish correct and in-

correct arguments we need to note the general characteristics of

incorrect arguments.

Syllogism consist of three propositions.

exactly two terms:

a Subject term and

a Predicate term.

Each propositions have

The subject term of the conclusion is called Minor term and it

comes from one of the propositions of an argument and the predi-

cate term of the conclusion, which is called Major term comes

from the other proposition of the argument. A term which is com-

mon to both the premisses is dropped out in the conclusion. This

term is called the Middle term. The middle term provides the link

between the Minor and the Major term. So the

8



transformation/process associated in the syllogism is called the

mediation.

2.2.1 TYPES OF PROPOSITIONS

Each proposition of syllogism relates two sets of objects given

by the subject and the predicate term. Depending upon this rela-

tion there may be four types of propositions:

asserts that all therepresented by 'A',

elements of the,Dubject of the proposi tion are also the elemeni'

of the predicate set. This condition of associa.tion of subject

and the predicate term may be expressed more compactly in the set

theoretic notations as follows-

Universal Affirmative,

S ( P

An universal affirllla.tionproposi.tions Dlay be 'HiLLen schemati-

cally as:

All S are P.

asserts that none of the

elements of the subject set is contained in the predicate set. In

the concept of set theory, this condition of as.sociation may be

expressed as null intersection between the subject set and the

Universal Negation, represented by 'E',

9



predicate set and can be written as:

or p • S = 0 ,since commutative.

Schematically the condition of association of Sand P may be

expressed as

No S is P.

Particular Affirmation, represented by 'I', ~sserts that some
" • .J-"f.

element (at least one element) of the subject set is contained in

the predicate term. Mathematically this condition implies that

the intersection of Sand P is a nonempty set. The other impor-
tant implication of this is existantional implication that S does

exist. In equation form this condition may be expresses as

S • P = C, where C is a nonempty set.

Schematically 'I' type proposition may be written as-

Some S are P.

Particular Negative, repreaented by '0', asserts that some(at

10



I,

least one) element is not contained in the predicate term.
condition implies that

This

S - P = C, where C is a nonempty set. Schematically the condition
may be written as

Some S are not P.

So the set of different types of proposition P={A,E,I,O}

Each premiss 1S a subset of P and fall~in one of these groups. So

taking the cartesian product of P w~th P we get the total com-

binatorial. space and any set of premisses of syllogism falls in

one of these combinations.Figure 2.1 shows the combination.

2.2.2 STANDARDIZATION OF PROPOSITIONS.

A proposition may be represented in a number of different sen-

tences in the same as well as in different languages. But unless

a standard format/syntax is used, it is difficult to sort out the

pattern characteristics of the valid arguments. So a form of rep-

11
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Table 2.1 Showing all possible comb1nations of Mood



resentation of proposition suitable for AlP as well as AM will be

required and for that Chapter 4 will provide the necessary
information.

2.2.3 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF PROPOSITIONS

Every standard formed categorical proposition begins with one of
the words "ALL II "NOli and 11 SOME 11 • These words indicate the
quality of propositions and hence are called the "Quantifiers".

The first two indicate that the proposition is universal and the
third indicates that the proposition is a particular proposition,

Between the subject and predicate terms of every standard form

categorical proposition occurs some form of verb "to be" which

may be accompanied by the word "not" (as in the case of 0

proposition). This serves to connect S-P terms and is called

"COPULA". With this copula the schema of a proposition may be
written as

Quantifier (Subject term) Copula (Predicate term).

A proposition distributes a term if it is referred -to all members

of the class designated by the term. The distributability is an

important concern in sieving of invalid arguments. The dis-
tributability of propositions may be summarized as follows:

12



Subject Distributed

--------'----------------------
Predicate

Undistributed
: A: All S is P :E: No S is P : Predicate

:---------------:-------------: Distributed
:I:Some S are P :0: Some S are:

Not P

-----------------------------
Subject Undistributed

2.2.4 MOOD AND FIGURE OF SYLLOGISM

Relations among the terms of a syllogism, may be completely
described,

syllogism.
by stating what is called mood and figure of a

The mood of standard form syllogism is determined by

the form and the order of the Standard Form Categorical Proposi-

tion (SFCP) it contains .. It is represented by three letters, the

first of which means the form of the syllogism's major premiss;
the second ~hat of the minor premiss,
conclusion. For example:

All P is M :A

Some S is M :1

13
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Figures indicate the positions of the middle terms in the

premisses. It is clear, that there are four different types of

figures possible in syllogisms, as follows:

M - P
S - M

S - P

P - M

S - M

S P

M - P

M - P

S - P

P M
M - S

S - P

First Figure

Second Figure

Third Figure

Fourth Figure

The form of a syllogism is, its most important aspect, from the

point of view of logic. The[4] validity and invalidity of a syl-

logism is exclusively depends upon its form (defined by the

figure and mood) and is completely independent of its specific

content or the subject matter. Thus syllogism of mood AAA and



first figure

All M is P

All S is M

All S is P

(written as AAA-l)

is a valid argument, regardless of its subject matter.

whether or not, two propositions are capable of yielding one

valid conclusion, depends upon the mood and the figure of the

syllogism. So, these two characteristics of syllogism provide the

basis to discriminate valid/invalid propositions. In other words
these two characteristics, act as a valid/invalid discriminator

and come as arguments of valid/invalid discriminant function. To

prepare the distance function, that distinguishes between valid

and invalid arguments, we need to find out the pattern charac-

teristics of valid and invalid arguments in terms of these two

factors.

15



2.2.5 RULES OF SYLLOGISM

A set of rules have already been laid down by the logician for

the discrimination of the valid and invalid arguments as follows:

1. A valid SFCS must contain exactly three terms( each of which

1S used in the same sense throughout the argumentation process).

We have already seen two terms( minor and major term, which con-

structs the conclusion) and the middle term, which provides the

linkage between the minor and major terms in the argument.

The following example of the frame work of an argument may be

used to illustrate the fact:

Mlddle-Major

Minor--Middle

Minor--Major

~n example of syllogism

So the cardinality of the set of terms used in a syllogism 1S

three:

n(T)=3

where,
n is a function depicting.the number of terms in a syllogism,

T is the set containing the terms of an argument.

16



2. The middle term must be distr:ibuted at -least in one premiss:

The conclusion of any syllogism asserts a connection between two
terms. The premisses justify asserting such a connection in the

conclusion, only if they assert that each of the two terms is

connected with a third term in such a way that the first

two. are appropriately connected with each other through or by

means of the third term, for two terms of them must be related to

the whole of the class designated by the middle term. So the con-

dition of association of a _valid syllogism is :

Md ( Mr V Md ( Mj =True

where Md, represents the middle term

Mr, represents the Minor term

Mj, represents the major term

3. No term can be distributed in the conclusion unless it is dis-

t;rib_'!.tedin_the_.J>remiss_,.

The syllogism is a form of deductive inference and as such, the

conclusion can not be more general than the premisses. Hence, the

term which is not taken in the entire denotation the premisses,

can not be taken in its entire denotation in the conclusion. The

condition of this rules may be represented in the following form:

Mr ('Mj ----) Mr ( Md

17



or
Mj( Mr ----) Mj ( Md

where Mr is for minor.
Mj is for major term and

Md is for the Middle term.

4. No SFCS is valid which has two negative premisses:

A [10]negative proposition is a denial. In that it asserts that

one term is not in another. Now two negative premisses can only

assert that S is wholly or partially excluded from all or part of
M and that P is wholly or partially excluded from all parts of M.

But those conditions may very well be obtained no matter how S is

related to p. whether by inclusion or exclusion, partially or

completely. Imposition of this condition can instantaneously

sieve a number of combinations in a syllogism. The table 2.3

shows the combination of premisses( moods) incapable of yielding

valid conclusion. And this sieving does not require any con-

sideration of the figure, since this is figure independent(i.e,

the issue is a figure independent issue).

18
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between the middle term and one'of the extreme(minor or major),

and the other premisses, which must be negative (to,be capable

of yielding valid conclusions to meet the requirement stated by

the statement 5.) says that there is some connection between the

middle term and the other extreme. For this condition, all that

we can infer is that there is no connection between extremes.

This condition may be represented by the following expression-

pI ( tE,O) v P2 ( tE,O} (---) C ( tE,O}, if C exists.

affirmative; and vice versa:
6. If both premisses be affirmative, the conclusion is

If both the premisses be affirmative, it means that the middle

term has a connection with both extremes and from this we can

only infer that the extremes themselves have some connection with

each other.

expression-

This condition may be expressed by the following

pI tA,I} v p2 ( tE,O} ----) 'C ( tE,O) I if C exists.

7. If both premisses be particular, nothing can be inferred:

It is, because no class falls inside other. Consideration can in-

stantaneously sieve out a set of non fertile moods and the shaded
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t-K
cells in the table 2.4 are excluded because can not yield any

/\

valid conclusion.

8. If one premiss be particular, so is the conclusion:

If one premiss be particular the other premisses must be univer-

sal to be fertile and therefore the possible combinations which

build up a set having particu.lar conclusion is as follows:

QQ= {AI, AO, OA, iE, IE}

Where QQ is a particular conclusion producing set and entr.ies are

moods generated by the premisses. This condition may be expresses

as follows:

pI ( !I,O) v p2 ( !I,O) ----) C ( {I,O}, if C exists

9. From a particular maJor and negative minor no conclusion can

be drawn:

If the minor premisses be negative, the major premiss must be

affirmative, and the conclusion must be negative. The conclusion

being negative, the major term is distributed therein, but the

major premiss being an affirmative particular, does not dis-

tribute any term. Hence, in attempts to draw conclusion we commit

20
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the fallacy of Illicit Major. So the set of combination {IE, IO}
will have to be excluded from the fertile set of combinations.

The table 2.5 shows different possible combinations that can

produce a valid conclusion and also asserts the structure of each

propositions. We can extract the mapping rules that fit in the

situation (i.e, mediation). Now the nature (type) of a proposi-

tion depends upon some of the parts of a proposition namely the

quantifier since it dictates mood in combination with copula.

10. No valid standard formed categorical syllogism with a par-

.t.icular_conclusion_can_.have __two _univ~rsal_ ..premisses. This condi-

tion can be expressed by the following expression:

pI ( {A,E} A p2 ( {A,E} -----> C ( {A,E}, if C exists.

However, there are two instances (in figure 3 & 4) where we will

find an exception but it is not standard syllogism (according to

Copi). For our model we will include these two cases as well. To

help comprehension of the rules of syllogism, a table may be

prepared as follows. Here only valid figure & mood combinations
have been entered. The blank cell and the other combinations are
invalid according to the rules of syllogism.
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--.....Mo0d
FigUI:e---..........
M-P
S-M

2 P - M
S-M

3 M - P
M-S
P - M

4 M - S

TABLE OF MOOD AND FIGURE

AA AE AI AO EA EI IA OA N
"!'

AAA AI I EAE EIO 4

AEE AOO EAE EIO 4

..

AAI' AI I fAO"" EIO IAI OAO 6
.. . ..

.......

AAI EAO" EIO IAI 5. .., .
.. ..

!:Tid t'-laughty Element

1«<1 Cells to have f igur-e cor-re~t ion
!

TABLE 2,6 MOOD-FIGURE TABLE



In cybernatic systems there are some inputs and outputs.

Information processing systems, being a special type cybernatic

system~ produce results as output. So, this may also be called

a produ~tion system, since it produces results. Figure 3.1

shows the interrelations among the information processing

systems and their inputs and outputs.

Different methodology may be employed to develop models of

cybernatic systems. At present, a humber of techniques are

available to perform systematic analysis of cybernatic systems.

But which specific technique is to be followed depends upon a

number of considerations such as :

1. Convenience of the modeller.

2. Nature of the system to be mode~d.

3. Available tools (Mathematical & logical apparatus) and

1
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information etc.
The simplest[l] and the most natural method of investigation of

an unknown object consists in decomposing that object into

constituents and studying each of them in isolatio~. This

serves as the basis for the subsequent synthesis and

identification of the laws governing the integration of those

constituent into a single whole. /So, most of the scientific

investigation starts with analysis, followed by synthesis.

The process of analysis of a system may pivot around the output

requirements of the model. In other wOeds, a system may be

analyzed with outputs in our mind. This is normally done, when

we.have a clear idea about the output requirement, and inputsdo

not put any constraint in the formation of model structure. So

that thS associated thought process derives it 's main motive

forces from the output requirements of the system under

consideration~ In many t~~ down design process, we find that

this idea provides the background ..

conceptual models.

ln the formation of the

Sometimes, it is easier to divide a system into small

subsystems, and then divide the subsystems into the elements or

the subsystems of the next level of resolution and the process

2



of division continues until we find manageable

modules(build{ng blocks) each having input-outputs. The main

idea of such divisions is to minimize complexity and/(or)

distribute responsibilities among the team members, involved in

the modelling of a system. This approach of modelling 'is found

in HIPO method of designing and documentation of programs. The'

cause of association of input and output with each block, is to
which will be requiredprovide interfaces among the blocks,

during subsequent integration. HIPO, however does not show

(and also does not restrict) ways to handle controls

(relations0ip among the objects of the same level), recursive

transformations etc., which may be essential for the mode~ling

of some systems. The concept of layered operating system may be

taken as a good example of this method.

Sometimes, we
characteristics

appreciate certain general pattern

of generalized systems and then try to fit the

system to be mode]~d to match the pattern characteristics, just

like curve fitting. The co~cept of isomorphism is based on this

idea. During the process of modelling, we keep our efforts, to

meet the requirement more and more and appreciating subtle

relations,
expectation.

more and more until the model is upto our

The reflection of this idea is found in the

generalized systems approach. Possibly the inception of pattern

recognition is derived from this idea.

3
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processing method of problem solving" we recognize patterns of

problems and try to attach the corresponding methods of

scientific research. For example, in the texts of .medical

science we find some pattern characteristics long felt by the

medical scientists. The formal theories of problem solving are

based on this concept. In system approach one can borrow

mathematical and logical apparatus but the added facilities

provided here, is .that one can formalize his own calculi to

solve problems, since the set theoritic approach provides a

guide line, regarding the rules of the calculi.

In some systems. system analysts find it easier to associate

inputs logically and mathematically. Through this process of

association, .they eventually develop the model which can serve

the requirement and in many down-top design and programming

process this idea is adopted. Basically this is a process of

synthesis rather than analysis. Usually down top approach is

followed by top down analysis.

3.1.2 FORMATION OF STRUCTURE

A system may be looked upon as a set of objects with links

4



among them. Also the processing

production system, is dependent

requirements or operations of a
of-upon the structure data. So, it
I" .•.

is important to have a general structural analysis of a

system, of which a production system is to be prepared. A

structure is represented by two types of general structural

elements:

1. Objects

2. Links or relations.

For a glven information process~ng model, there should be some

symbolic 0bjects with links among the objects. In a computer

program, an object is a symbol itself(used in the program) or

a position in the computer memory,representing all values

occupied by the storage defined by addresses.

Depending upon'resolution and convenience of the modelling the

definition of objects are normally fixed up.

In information processing systems objects are symbolic objects.

To get rid of ambiguity, precise definition of objects are.'

required. Purpose of definition is to discriminate an entity or

5
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a class of entity from the rest of the world. We m~y attempt to

discriminate an object by its attributes or by adequate

examples. We ,therefore, appreciate two different approaches to

define something:'

1. Connotative approach and

2. Denotative approach.

In connotative definition we discriminate the object ( may be a

set of elements) by their connotations or by their pattern

characteristics. For example, we can, define "human being" by

its attributes that, it is a living being, having

intelligence ...etc. In denotative definition we denote instead

of saying their attributes. For example, by lIhuman beingl1 we

understand a set con~istlng of you.~be.me.Socrates ...etc. If we

consider the representation problem of the set of odd numbers,

it may be expressed by both the following techniques:

1 • 0= {1 • 3 , 5 • 7 , •••••. 1 ------>Denotative definition

2. O={i,i:odd i.e, not multiple of two)->Connotative definition

However, in model building, and also, in concept formation we

expect certain desirable attributes of the definition of object
/which render the modelling job easier:

'6



The objects and the relations should be as generalized as

case individually ;

possible, so that, we do not have to handle each par~icular

allocating production mechanism for each

elements individually. This concept lead to set theoretic

approach. In set theoretic approach we appreciate certain

common attributes of the elements forming the set and arrange

them a similar treatment. So, depending upon requirement we

bring symbolic definition of the required set of objects and

this very idea appreciates the concept of variables. A Variable

1S a symbolic representative of a set of elements, having

certain common attributes/properties/characteristics and

deserving certain common treatment by the production mechanism

of the system. A variable in a model acts as a generic (also

abstract) object.

3.1.3 RELATIONS

Relations are bonds/tags/links among the object forming a

structure,

structure.

terms, as

which provides glue in the formation of the system

A system is defined by Masarovic, in set theoretic

a relation and his conception.of general system

7



theory may, therefore, be.a fragment of the .theory of

relations. To establish a bond, binding .forces are required and

in conceptual model, this binding forces are derived from the

sense of the association. To clarify this, let us give an

example with.following sentences.

Rahim is a friend of Karim.

sense of relationship is friendship

Rahim Karim.

In above examples, Rahim and Karim are linked up by a relation

and the relation. is attributed by' the sense of friendship.

Since the relation relates with a sense of association,

relations may also be looked upon as conditions of association

of the objects. Relation may be established among the objects

by a number of different methods and hence a number of methods

are available to represent models.

For example, a painting of an artist may be looked upon as a

pictorial representation of the artist's conceptual model (br

at least an attempt for that) in which the wholeness is felt by

the association of points in the visual field; A computer

program may be considered as a representation of a conceptual

model in terms of what is called a computer language with a

number of computer" statements associated in a particular

8



sequence and the repl'eseIitation is abJ-e to lead CPU'

activities in such a sequence that the demand of the conceptual

model is well looked after; a prose is an attempt to represent

some thinga conceptual model of a person about

where we associate chapters, sentences, words

in writing

to produce

wholeness. So, an information processing model may be

represented in a number of ways such as:

by text or writings

by tabular or semitabular representa.tions

by icons

by 3d structures or pictures

by mathematical or algorithmic tools etc.

To build up a model of a production system, it is a prime

necessary to know representation techniques clearly in advance

,otherwise the complexity of the problem puts constraints in
our thought processes. Since it is claimed that atmost[2] human

brain 1S capable of relating seven plus/minus two objec.ts,

which have been unrelated before. The study of general relation

help5the situation since the production mechanism and the

structures are expressed through various relations and it also

helps to bring the level of our natural observation, so that,

one can appreciate patterns to be exploited in modelling.

9



3.2.7.'21
EXPLICIT and IMPLICIT RELATIONS:

Relations may represented explicitly or/land)

consequently there two types of relations :

1. Implicit relations and

2. Explicit relations.

implicitly.

Explicit relations are established by the physical consecutive

positions of the objects of the model, such that, one can

recognize at least (a) successor-predecessor relationship(s)

between/among the objects involved, or by pointers which

establish links by implicit or explicit pointi~g of the

positions of the objects in the space (data or address space) .

.Some examples of explicit form of relations are given below.

~ahim--goes--to--school.

Father-son relation

Rahim

Basir

Karim

Amir

Figure 3.1.1 An.example of relations without pointers

10



Father-son relation

I.Rahim 2

2.Karim

3.Basir 4

4.Amir

Figure 3:1.2 An example of relations with pointers

In this pointered relation, we use physical consecutive

positions, but instead of mentioning the names of sons (values)

,we specify the positions of the symbolic entity, and in doing

so, we generally use ordinal concept. In ordinal concept, we

arrange a set of objects in certa~n sequence and specify each

by their position i.e, 1st, 2nd, third etc. So, here also, we

appreciate successor predecessor relationship. In implicit

relations, whereever, we have some production meehan-ism we

exploit this successor.predicessor relationship. In explicit

relations, a particular relation may be recognized by search

operation and no relationship can be realized, which does not

have an entry in the list. So, to recognize a particular

relation the corresponding production subsystem (of the

explicit system of the relation) requires to have capabilities

to search and locate the desired entry, or -Lher'emust be some

hash function which can transform the key into 'a KAT[3] (key

address transformation) value or address component by which the

11



desired relation may be located.

In implicit form of relation certain implications helps to

establish the correspondence. Here the corresponding production

system needs to perform a set of operations (may be logical

mathematical, search 'etc.) The implication of a implicit type

of relations initiates the required process for the recognition

of a particular relation.

Let us study the following relation as an example,

y

1

4

9

16

X

1

2

3

4

is the same as the relation,

y=x*x I. where x.y ( I

For a given value X=3. the corresponding value 9 may be

evaluated form the symbolic implicit relation y=x*x, since

Y=3*3=9

Here, rules of the evaluation enjoy ..;and exploit the regularity

12



of number theory of mathematics.

" Organized and regular -) Simplicity

Unorganized & Irregular -) Complexity" [6]

are appreciated at least in the field of design of production

system models.

To give a convenient definition of the object of a system, we

found the necessity of the concept of variables. A lot of

connotations may be added to a variable: A variable 1S a symbol

representing an object of a system for which various values may

be assigned at different instance. In other words it can be

replaced by different values at different situations.

A variable is a common symbolic representative of a set of

va.lues, which can replace it (the cardinality of the set must

be more.than one).

In a computer program, a variable is a symbolic representative

of (a) storage cell(s) where dif£erent values may be placed at

different situations and hence the symbol 1S a general

representative of all data occupying the cell.

13



3.2:3.2.2 CONCEPT OF OPEN SENTENCE

Let us analyze the following open sentences to obtain a clear

picture about variables in relations:

1. She goes to school.

2. P is the father of Q.

3. Y is the square of X.

These sentences are open sentence since they do not confirm to

whom or/land) to what the symbols She,X,Y,P,Q refer to. So

these symbols make the sentences unresolved and hence the

sentences are called OPEN-SENTENCE

She may be replaced by a set of names of girls and the

corresponding sentence becomes a statement, which may be true

or false. The set of names which can replace the Rymbol "she"

may be called a REPLACEMENT SET. But, it may happen that,all

girls whose na~es are contained in the set, gn~. to school. So,

we find that, there are two parts in the above replacement set:

1. The names (or elements) of one part, turns the open sentence

into a false statement.

14



2. The names (or the statement) of the another part, render the

open sentence a true statement, and is called a solution set,

since, it solves the unresolve the open sentence by producing a

true statement.

The first part, unlike the solution se~does not solve the

open sentence, and hence, remains as a mere part of replacement

set.
In the set of individuals of the above example part one and two

of the replacement set called are subsets of the replacement

set. The replacement set itself is called the super set of the

subset parts. Relation between the replacement set and solution

set is expressed as follows.

Solution set Replacement set.

The symbols She,X,Y,P,Q may be called variables because their

values vary and values of the corresponding solution set may be

assigned to .them. So these symbols are common representatives

of the elements of the corresponding solution set.

Now, let us turn to the second and the third sentences, showing

relations between X-Y and P-Q respectively.

15



Here, pairwise replacements will be needed, to turn the

corresponding open sentence (sentence 2 & 3) into a true/false

statement and the replacements of only one symbolic object

(variable) will not yield a statement. So the replacement set

and the solution set, have their elements paired. Each part of

a pair comes from one subset of replacement set, replacing one

variable.

Y can be computed from the given value of 'X, with the

formalization

mathematics) .

of mathema,tics (using the apparatus of

In a mathematical production system ,sets which are inputs to

the production system are callen the domain ,and another part

of the replacement set, coming as output is called the range of

the relation. Here, the paired association of elements forms

what is called relation. In genera'l, an ,association of.any
number of elements or variables (objects) (not necessarily two

objects) is called a relation. From given sets of generalized

objects,

obtained,

all combinations of particular associations,
"

to form what is called a cartesian product,

may be

which

forms a mathematical space S. In the following expression , S

1S a mathematical space formed by the cartesian product of the

, objects on the right of the expression (Each object adding a

dimension to the space).

16
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S = A.B.X.A ..... etc.

3.2.3.2.3 REPRESENTATION OF MATHEMATICAL OBJECTS

Relations may be represented by a number of implicit and

explicit ways and we have already seen some of them:

Square
y .X
1 1 (3 ,9 )

4 2 (2.25,6.25)

6.25 2.5 (2 ,4 )

9 3 (1, 1)

graph

With the mathematical formalization the square relation may be

represented by:

y = x.

Mathematics appreciates and exploits the discipline of number

theory and can arrange generalized production mechanism, so

that, for any X corresponding Y may be computed.

17
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Wfth the technique of set theory the above relation may be
represented by

X----)Y and

subsequently also as

XS'l."apeY

By this notation, we can also express a father-son relation but

this, however, does not attach any production mechanism with

the system (unless specified otherwise). But we enJoy the

flexibility of the system. Although[4] the treatment of set

theory and associated topics have been cursory and elementary,

the concepts and notations of them are invaluable in relation

to the understanding and application.

3.2.3.2.4 TYPES OF RELATION

To form a relation, at least two elements are required not

necessarily two different sets of elements since there exists
reflexive relation like A = A ). The. relations where

particular objects are involved may be called a particular

relation. But for our convenience we seek more generalized set

to set relations to design a model.

18



4SQuare2.

RahimfatherKarim.

are example of particular relations.
ysquareX

is more generalized relation involving sets • since X and Yare

representative of two sets(a se~ to set relation).

Above examples show relation involving only two elements but

relations may involve any number of elements. For our

convenience, we appreciate four categories of relations:

1. One to One relation

2. Many to One relation

3. One to Many relation

4. Many to Many relation.

The first two forms are called functional relations while the

last two types of relations are called non functional

relations. By explicit form all above forms of relations may be

represented but unfortunately no suitable (generalized)

implicit form is yet available which has got production

mechanism. Besides, we have seen ,in case of non quantitative.

19



objects (qualitative etc.) no assurance of general production

system is yet available.

However for computerization attempts have been made and concept

of hash function has evolved but no suitable hash function is
~~

yet avaiV which can guarantee the non collision condition.

3.3 TOPOLOGY OF FACT REPRESENTATION FORMS

A model can be represented in' a .number of ways(forms). For

example, we may use textual form, tabular or semi tabular form,

graphs and many other ways. We may use pointers to associate
the elements to complete the representation of facts/axioms, or

we may do it without pointer. However, one thing to be noted

that, all these forms of representation exploit a general form

of relation (implicitly or explicitly), may be called a

successor-predecessor relation_ For example, a prose is (an

attempt to or) a representation of conceptual model in the

from of text (symbolic coding) and a text 1S distribution of

words in the topological space, where words are explicitly

connected by the physical consecutive positions, which

establishes a successor-predicessor "relationship.

20
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space because distance concept is not, our interest and only

the connectivities among the object, is our concern. On the

visual field (may be other sensory field as well) texts provide

one way connections (links). On the other hands in the

representation of conceptual model in the form of tabular or

semitabular structure, the elements are physicallY connected by

two-way links.Figure 3.'i helps discrimination and appraisal of

the fact.

This observation shows that the tabular or matrix

representation provides more connections than that what 1S

provided in the text.

Graphs may provide more connec,tive links than that, of matrix.

In graphs, elements are may be represented by what is called

vertex (node, points) and the links/bonds (that connects two

element, into some form.of association) are represented by

edges or arcs. A point representing an object is referred to as

a vertex, node or simply a point and a line is used to connect

two nodes. A line with ends. connecting the same node is called

a loop and is used to represent reflexive relations. If the

line does not have any sense of direction associated with it,

then it represents a symmetric relation (i.e, a'" b<--) b '"a

where'" is a relation) and it is referred to as an edge. A line

is called an arc if it has a sense of direction associated with

21
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it (a non-symmetric relation). Diagram which are constructed

using nodes and edges are called undirected graphs.

Undirected Graph

Directed Grapg

{ Nodes Edges)

{Nodes Arcs )

The edges of a graphs may have labels as in figure :3.1.,. If the

sense of relation are different these label helps

discrimination (i.e, 'type of relations may be labeled to

discriminate one from from another.) If a relation is not

symmetric (i.e, a--->b does not mean b--->a) a sense of

direction is to be attached with the graph to map/link elements

and order of association at end of link is important (i.e, to

be mentioned in the description of the graph). For this type' of

situation, graphs are constructed with nodes and arcs and are

called directed graphs ordigrap~ The number of edges incident

on the node is called the valency or degree of node. Graphic

method of representation of relations is an explicit form of

model representation tool and it is capable of representing all

,forms of relations. The number of edges incident on the node is

called the valency or degree of the node and it represents

cardinality of the set of bonds associated with the node in

question. All graphs may be represented by matrix, if we allow

null entries in it~ to represent null bonds.)'
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To give denotative definition of graphs the .

3.6may help.

,.figure

A graph G can be represented by a matrix A = [ aij ]. Let a;j=l

if Ai and Aj are connected by a line and aij = 0 otherwise

(i.e, if Ai and Aj are not connected). Then A is called the
matrix representation of graph G or the adjacency matrix 0 for

G. One can minimize the number of entries by excluding so many

.zerosand considering only non zero entries. The concept of

banded matrix and also other similar concepts, may help this

situation. The Adjacency Vector(AV) approach is one of the most

popular techniques of removing null entries. In AV instead of

representing networks by (0,1) matrices, we can use a matrix in

which the entries corresponds directly to the labels, given the

vertices adjacent to Vj. The order of the elements in such a

vector, is usually determined by the order in which edges of G

are presented.

the technique.

Figure 3.3 is an example for the appraisal of

A graph may also be represented by nodes links association

matrix and this is called incidence matrix. I(G)=[bij] where

bij = 1 if V.i is incident to ej

bij = 0 otherwise. Here also we can minimize the number of

cells by avoiding null (Zero)

23
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FIGURE3.1 GRAPH G

2 3 4 5

2

3

4

5

0 1 0 1 1

1 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 1

1 1 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0

TABLE 3.1 AN ADJACENCYMATRIX REPRESENTATION OFG, A(G)
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GRAPH G

b c d e f 9

2

3

4

5

1 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 0

0 1 1 1 0 0 0

fIGURE ;J 2 AN INCIDENCE MAIRUt REPRESENTATION OF G ...lllil



above.

Graphs provide good scope to represent relations among the

objects of a model but the form of representation is explicit.

So the scope of representation of graph directly in computer

memory is limited, and hence, we transform graphs in to other

form relations preferably an implicit relation which at least

allows itself to be manipulated or to be operated easily. We

recognize tabular relations (may be with or without pointers)

as the most convenient form, since it provides a lot of

physical links or connections and the null links can be
discriminated by suitable coding

minimized by different tricks, as we
and also null links

find in variable
can be

banded
matrix. Graphs provide a strong tool for system representation

but it does not provide any general association rules or
prOductivity.

3.3.1 INITIAL Vs FINAL MAPPING:

To discriminate mapping among inputs and outputs of a model

from many other relations (such as independent relations among

inputs, independent relation among outputs, what .may be called

initial mapping (1M) ) one may bring the concept of final

mapping(FM). We define the final mapping, as the relation
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1 - 2
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2

3

4

5

4 2 5 0

4 1 5 0

5 2 0 0

1 2 0 0

3 2 1 0
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between input and output of the model. The production mechanism

of the model is built up to provide this mapping. Initial

mapping relates initial data before it ~as been supplied to

the production mechanism of the system. We have seen that,

matrix is suitable to establish relations among the input

objects and output objects.

Now we will have to provide a means to relate the input and

output in the final mapping and,for that a transformation is
necessary which can relate inputs 'and outputs. The

transformation will be done by a production system.

3.3.2 REQUIREMENT OF MORE MATHEMATICAL PRODUCTION TOOLS

Most of the mathematical production systems exploit the

successor-predecessor relations of the number theory.;

mathematical systems are apt to relate only quantitative data.

But the practical system involves much more irregularities and

groups such as lexical group, may be more important. In

existing numbers, each digit position~; may support a fixed

number of symbols. For example, in decimal system the first

digit may be anyone of the ten possible symbols (0 to 9) and

so with the second and the third digit and so on. Now many

25



as

Premiss-l (*) Premiss-2 ---------)Conclusion

Tl.Sl.Pl (*) T2.S2.P2 ----------)T3.S3.P3

where Ti, (i=l,2,3) Type of proposition,

Si, (i=1,2,3) Subject of proposition

Pi, (i=l,2,3) predicate of proposition.

So, we try to find alternate ways to handle the problem; we

will not use lexical codes to represent the facts and axioms

26



rather we will represent parts of arguments by the

tabular/matrix representation. Some considerations are required

before we have started using this tabular form of

representation in AlP:

Learning[12] occurs, when an individual associates a new

responds, with a given stimulus situation. For example, after

awkward trial and error a child may learn that when given the

It is storing of information

stimulus "2+2", he should respond

mean storing of information only.

"4". So, learning does not

supplemented by systems that initiate the process of

appropriat~ production system, so that, the system is capable

of making proper response. So a convenient code structure is

necessary which can exploit hardware facilities and bring

necessary operations. To meet different requirements associated

with problems there may be two different ways .from the

following points of view:

- to change the program (codes for a set of operations) to meet

the requirement.

- to make a simple generalized program (machine) and meet a

number of

structure"

requirements by certain "operation initiator. data

which leads the program to bring conclusion.

The first process is less flexible and simple but the second

process is a flexible system and it also accommodates recurS1ve

27



application of operation each time in different mod~

At present computers understand wnat to do by fixed symbols

rather than data topology. Had there been any system which

could exploit topology of data. simultaneous storing of pr0gess

and information could be possible. Matrix mappings try but

exploit topology of data to a limited extent.

To manipulate the entries of tables • a standard set of matrix

operation is available. For example. we can associate the cells

of a matrix into additive association by matrix mapping

techniques. For example. (a.b.c..... ) may be associated in

such a"/way that a series of running summation may be obtained

from.a matrix multiplication; an external matrix may be set

which can select elements of different rows and columns to be

associated so that the desired result is obtainable.

(a.b.c•......) III 1 1 ....

a 1 1 1

a a 1 1

= [a,a+b,a+b+c, ..... ]

Similarly subtractive operations may be obtainable. For

example, this can be used to compute a series of differences

28
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between consecutive pairs which may be used as a discriminator

Slnce these differences show the sim~larities and

dissimilarities between pairs of objects:

(a,b,c, ..... ) 1 -1 o o ... (a,a-b,b-c ...)

-However,

o 1 -1 0...

o 0 1 -1. ..

one cannot obtain other types of association from the

set of operations defined in matrix. For example, we can not

(such as additive, multiplicative, DRing, ANDing type

associatioh) _

To develop ,an efficient initiator matrix (which can initiate a

process) we need to make it dependent on:

1. Input data and data -topology

2. Output data and data topology or process of the system.

To make it data dependent, we need to have' some mechanism which

29



will extract its elements, from the input data,data topology

and the required process or the putput requirements (dictating

a process). For this we need a means to copy field or its

representative on the initiator matrix. After this operatio~ we

can at least associate two elements of a matrix into

multiplicative association. This operation along with other

types of association can provide us a versatile, problem solving

and modelling tool.

Next how we are going to select/reject fields from the input

source matrix? For "this we can br-ing an ordinal concept; we

can specify element by mentioning its position and the copy or

the copy of the transformed data may be placed at the location

where its positions have- been mentioned.

Question arises, how to attach transformation of cells to bring

their images into the transformation matrix for the FM?

The fractional part of a floating point number may be used as

pointer to the transformation descriptor, with the due

considerations to truncation associated with a particular

machine. This fractional part can generate a number in integer

field and it can be done in a number of ways. The most straight

forward of them will be scaling ,up the fractional number (the

fractional part). However much research have to be directed in
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this fiel~ and the properties of such systems have to be

available before the use of the concept for actual modelling.

form of decisionbringHowever, I this concept ultimately

table. B[t in principle, the operations of the decision table
is quite different from that of the existing decision table

such as t at of CODASYL.

To demonsltrate the practical use of this idea, let us present a
. Ipractlcal example:

I 0supposele have a database with tabular data structure hav,~ a

number o( fields, of which one is on amount purchased (say.

column k) and one is for unit price (say column 1). To

associatel them int;o a multiplicative association by external

driver mJtrix, so as to obtain the.total'price of each item, we
. . Ineed to ~onstruct the transformation matrix for the final

mapping. ILet R be this matrix. For any given row i it is

required that e.ither

r;k=l or r, ,=k and the rest of the elements will have to be

zero. The condition of the construct of the matrix R is given

below with the expression of predicate logic:

j<'( IX = l <?--> -pi. (-= V<. ,,. K.LE[
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Following an ordinal transformation, a matrix multiplication

will produce the desired resl:Jlti.e, the total price for eacl1

item.

So. let us store facts in knowledge base rather than Knowledge

till the solution of the problem (mentioned above) is

available.

3.4.4 FORMAL THEORY OF PROBLEM SOLVING

According to Mosarovic[lOJ. a system (a formal system).S. is a
relation defined on the sets Vl •..•Vn. i.e. S is a proper

subset of the cartesian prod~ct of the sets Vl.VZ •...Vn. i.e.

* Vn

One can think of a cybernatic system as a mapping of two sets;

X = {Xi} termed the input set; and Z = {Zi} termed the state

set. into the output set Y = {Yi}. Denoting by T the syst.ems

transformation one has
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i .e. , Y is the image of X and Z under T, a fact which can also
be denoted by

Y = T(X,Y)
The system itself is a set of ordered triplets

S = (<x" y i ,Z i », S ( X:I: Z :I: Y

where :I: denotes cartesian product.

Sets Z and X constitutes the domain of the function T and in

this respect the distinction between X and Z is technical. From
then the cartesian product,

X :I: Z = (<x i ,Z i »
,k

and denotes the domain of the function T in X:l:Y by W. Clearly~

W ( X :I:Y.

The system is then

S = «Wi,y,» and Y=T{W)

It is important to make a distinction between Sand T. S

designate the system itself while T represents a constructive

procedure, specifying how to obtain y for any given w ( W.

A system is now specified by the triplet



one can

Sp = (W, Y, T)

With reference to the system specification Sp,

formulate three basic types of systems problem:

1. Given information about Wand T, information about Y must be

obtained.

2. Given information about Y and T, information about W must be

obtained.

3. Given information about Wand Y, information about T must be
obtained.

In[6] the last case where T is to be obtained we must determine

the nature of the transformation performed by the system from

its incomplete descriptions. This class of problem includes

those in the theory of generalization process, concept building

etc. AM model falls wi.thin this category, since we need to seek

the transformation rules in argumentation in terms of fact

representation in the knowledge base of the AlP. In The case of

AM model question of status does not arise but it may come in

the development of subsystems of the total AM model. In

chapter-5, we have build up the subsystems based on the rules

provides by formal syllogism.
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CHAPTER 4

REPRESENTATION OF KNOWLEDGE

4.1 ELEMENTS OF KNOWLEDGE
\

Learning[12] occurs when one can attach a single response with a

given stimulus situation. So., learning is more than mere storing

of information. A process is required to be initiated to bring

the response

claim that,

of the system, otherwise,

learning has occurred,

it is not justified to

by mere storing of

information. We desire to store facts rather than knowledge for

the purpose of argumentation and we need efficient storing and

manipulation of information. Otherwise, the AM model will work

less efficiently. And hence, we try to optimize structure of

premisses, which has direct bearing upon the optimal storage of

information, for the so called knowledge base. For our

convenience, we also use facts and information interchangeably in

subsequent discussions A variety of ways tp represent knowledge

have been exploited in AI programs. The objective of this chapter

is to provide a review of the representation techniques, with

which, attempts have been made to represent facts/axioms and ob-

tain ideas about the optimal structure of premisses.
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One of the most important elements of knowledge representation is

representation of facts. are truth in some relevant

world. These are the things, we want to represent. Representation

of facts needs some formalization. In fact these (represented

facts) are the things we will actually be able to manipulate. One

thing to be observed is that, the Knowledge and fact are related

but not the same thing, since two people have seen to react

differently, inspite of sourcing decision from the same fact. So,

learning chemistry, "application chemis tr"y"of individuals etc.,

are also important for decision making wt)ich is claimed to come

from knowledge.

Functions[l) are required to map, facts to representation and

from representation back to fact. These functions will be neces-

sary to provide interface between the knowledge base of the AIP(

where knowledge will be stored) and actual world. The figure 4.1

shows the block diagram of the interface function.

One of the representation techniques of facts is so common that
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it deserves special mention: __I':IElj;_UX_~)'__.6,,!1}9!!~.9.~_.~~D_t~f.lg_l'Ol",?-=--_"..Regard-

less of the ,"epresentation of facts that we use in our program,

we may also need to concern wi th the na tUl"Cll language repre-

sentation of facts, in order to facilitate getting infor~ation

into and out of the system. In this concern, we must also have

mapping function from sentence to tile ,"eprest~ntation, we are ac-

tually going to use and from it back to sentence forme TIle func-

tional operation, in general, and non

commutative, Because a given proposition/statement may be

expressed by different statements again in d.,fferent languages.

The problem of this conversion operation is dealt with in a sub-

ject of AlP, known as "Natural Language p,"ocessing"(rlLP). This

NLP is related to our works indirectly.

the scope of this work.

To minimize storage demand and number of variables involved in
arguments, different attempts have been made. Eliminating copula

English sentences may be compressed into the form used in

propositional calculus. For example the following sentence,

"spot is a Dog"
may be converted to a more compressed form

"Dog(spot)".



': :-

. ,

However. this level of compression has been achieved at the cost

of the sense of tense from the sentence., since the 'sense of tense

is absent in this representation. In the representation of facts

and ,axioms normally tense is not considered as an important

factor. 4 Statements whose truth value changes with time are

called Elliptical or incomplete formation of proposition and are-

considered in syllogism. Following the same procedure we can

convert/transform the sentence -

All dogs have tails---- Hastail(dogs).

This sentence structure is applied only to a limited number of

argument where we can bring conclusion. For example,

Dog(Spot)

Hastail(dog)

hastail(Spot)--------> spot has tail.

may be taken as an example of argument.

For computer representation of this form we could adopt the fol-

lowing form of transformation -

Socrates is a man ---------->SOCRATESMAN.

With the same principle the fact "Plato is a man" will be repre-

4



sen ted as "PLATOMAN".

Here we can not appreciate the similarity between Socrates and

Plato easily and some times it is impossible to discriminate two

statements which have certain similarity. For example, if

."PITMAN" be a name it may be confused with the above pattern of

statement. So this form of representation will not be suggested.

Using delimiters between the symbols for subject and predicate we

can" appreciate the similarity between the first and the second

propositions but this is achieved at the cost of a delimiter be-

tween the subject and the predicate.

The major short-coming of this structure is that we do not have

any scope to express quantifier of syllogism and with out that we

can not make it a generalized structure and hence we can not

.adopt this form of representation(Propositional logic) for our

purpose. The Schematic representation of propositional functions

may beas.follows

H(x)}

5 Where H is the attribute of the symbolic entity x,

and X is a symbolic representative of a set and in other word~/ x

is a variable and H is a Categorical variable expressing the

attribute of X.

The concept of this form of representation, is used in the ex-

pressions .of predicate

Functions(WFFs)

Calculus

5
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4.2.3 QUANTIFIER and PREDICATE LOGIC

To incorporate quantifier, we will have to become particularly

careful about certain things. Could the following two Sentences

"All dogs have tail" and "Every dog has a tail" represent the

same fact? The former could represent either the fact that every

dog has at least one tailor the fact each dog has several tails.

This may create a serious problem in the design of mapping func-

tion which will be involved in transforming NL representation to

AlP's representation and vice versa. However, using singular and

plural nouns we can meet the situation. Four types of proposi-

tions encountered in syllogism can be represented as follows:

A: All S are P Vx S(x)----->P(x)

E: NO S are P Vx S(x)----->-P(x)

I: Some S are P Ix S(x).P(x)

0: Some S are not P Ix S(x).-'-P(x).

Here we introduce two more symbols to represent Universal and ex-

istentional quantifier; one extra symbol as a tag variable and

one symbol for negative propositions. No delimiter is needed to

separate subject and the predicate term of the proposition.

Besides, we have a set of connectors which links two ~roposi-

6
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tional functions. We can use the rules/(operations) of predicate

calculus to evaluate an expression, given in the appendix A. But

we need simpler structure to enhance the production system of AM.

For our representation, we need enough information to represent

moods, figures and terms involved in syllogism. To represent

figures, relative positions of terms involved in syllogism is

important. So, we seek, a convenient structure of facts with these

consideration.

In this context, Bangla sentence structure seem quite interesting

and feasible for the efficient representation and manipulation of

facts/axioms. In Bangla sentence structure the concept of im-

plicit quantifier is found. For example, in the following sen-

tence we find the actually man implies all man. Also, the ques-

tion of negative proposition may be turned in to a redundant

variety and the following example may faithfully reflect this

fact:
"j..l'Z) ~ c-r,a:>f"'l>ft-oW,

""Na 'O'llWT ~.,..,:n.6T1
Another beauty of the sentence structure of Bangla is that here

the Singular and the Universal propositions receive the similar

treatment and does need any discrimination. So, this enriches the

solution range with out the modi f'ication of the model. In other

7



word it can take care of a bigger problem domain with out any

modification in the model. So this form is more versatile and

general.

Also the transformation involved in conversion of BangIa sen-

tences to the sentences used in .the knowledge base of AlP. The

proposed form is based on the observation of sentence structure

of BangIa and the WFFs of predicate Logic.

4.2.4 THE PROPOSED FORM(PF)

We wish to represent facts efficiently and here, we are concern

about the inferential and storage efficiency of propositions.

Considering the need of storage efficiency, we try to keep mini-

mum but sufficient number of symbols that can be handled easily.

So, in the PF, we have a single term representing the type of

proposition, instead of two symbols for Quantifier and the

copula. We also keep subjects and predicates with type indicator

and hence we can evaluate figures of syllogism from the given set

of proposition. The proposed form may be represented schemati-

cally as follows:

(S) QC (P)

8



where QC={A,E,I,O} and a unique symbol, QC is acting as a

delimiter as well and it may be stored in a convenient addres-

sible unit(Byte) of memory, and

S is the subject of the proposition and

p is the predicate of the proposition where S,P={X, x:singular or

categorical object}. From this representation we can transform

the propositions in to a matrix form and make the terms fixed

formatted to enhance addressibility during the process mediation.

By this transformation we will be able to exploit the association

rule of matrix and design the required set of operation which can

make the necessary transformation to bring conclusion from the

given facts/axioms.

4.2.4.1 ADVANTAGE OF PROPOSED FORM:

Before the final transformation, we need to decode the string of

symbols and generate a fixed formatted regular table to make the

final transformation easier. In doing so, the proposed method has

the following advantages:

1. Number of symbols per proposition is three for the proposed

method, which is less than the number of symbols used in the cor-

responding proposition represented in predicate logic.

9



2. Parsing overload is also less in the case of the proposed

representation technique, since less number of symbols are to be

discriminated.

3. No extra tag variable is necessary in the case of PF but in

the case of predicate logic extra tag variables are necessary.

4. The mood of a syllogism can easily be under--stood in PF.

5. The proposed structure readily provides the mood of the syl-

logism and from the consideration of mood, we can readily iden-

tify a considerable number of invalid syllogism and save the

cost(time) of computer usages.

6. The number of symbols in the proposed structure is fixed and

tree, while the number of symbols in the WFF representation is

not fixed. So the parsing of propositions in PF is easier than

that of the WFF in predicate logic.
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CHAPTER 5

THE lJEVI:LOPMENT OFTHE ABCIDUC.TIQNSYSTEM

51- PREMISSES-CONCLUSION-liAPPING

As we have seen in previous chapters, that arguments are

premisses to conclusion mapping and for syllogism it is two to
)

one mapping problem, since in syllogism one conclusion is drawn

from two given premisses. Following the structure we have fixed

for syllogism,( referring back to chapter 4) each proposition

will have three essential elements

1. a subject

2. a premiss type indicator and

3. a predicate.

These elements, after a transformation arranged by the database

module of AI will be represented by the connectivity structure of

a table. In the figure ... the actual table structure have been

provided. Owing to this tubular representation of arguments, we

need a table handling procedure that can produce a valid conclu-

sion from two given premisses. The most popular and standard form

of table handling procedure available readily at hand is the set

of matrix operation. Matrix mapping mechanism provide a strong

mapping mechanism, called matrix mapping technique. However, we

are at once discouraged by the fact that this types of model in-

1



I 1 T( 1, 1)=S 1 T(2, 1)=P 1

12 T( 1,2)=S2 T(2,2)=P2

~ I R( 1)=Sc I R(2)=Pc S: Subject
P: Predicate
c: Conclusion

Figure 5_1 Tabular data structure



volves logico-mathematical field which is not supported by the

existing standard matrix mapping technique. The matrix mapping

techniques provide operations only for numeric field. For this

specific model, we need to handle logical apparatus and address

components, which are in integer field.

However, nothing deters us from giving definition of new opera-

tions which we will be required for actual argumentation.

Let us prepare a list of basic operations required by our model,

to visualize

path Method).

Activity List:

activity relationship like that of CPM(Critical

1. To sieve out invalid combinations of premisses considering

only moods.

2. To sieve out invalid arguments with the consideration of

figure.

3.Produce the premisses type indicator for the

proposition.
conclusive

4.To sieve out with the consideration of nondistributability.

5.To gather minor and major term to bring full conclusive

proposition.

2
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From the list of operations, involved with the production system

of argumentation model, we see that, the first four operations

are commutative, and hence, we can change the order of applica-

tion of the first four rules. However the last operation can not

be performed before the validity of the argument have been con-

firmed since last operation synthesis conclusion and stop the

process.

5.2 INITIAL SIEVING MECHANISM CONSIDERING MOOD:

We wish to distinguish incorrect argument with the consideration

of mood. For this we need a discriminating function which can

discriminate valid arguments from the invalid arguments with the

consideration of mood. We had four types of propositions and

hence the set of the proposition type discriminant will be as

follows -

I' = { A, E, I, 0 }.

We can bring a sequence in the above set by an ordinal transfor-

mation T so that the above set will be transformed into as

follows:

I=T(I')={ll,lO,Ol,OO}

3



The idea of such. transformation is to bring sequence among the

proposition type indicator, which we are going to exploit, to

develop easy production rule for the system.

In ashby's form the transformation

T: A E I 0
11 10 01 00

Here, the transformation may be taken as a coding rule. To repre-

sent four conditions by bit we need at least 2 bits, since

2z=4.

We do not have any data providing probability of occurrence of

different events. We, therefore, estimate our probability by 3the

method of insufficient reasoning.

The[12] maximum value of entropy is achieved if, and only if, all

the source symbols are equiprobable. Hence we use this scheme to

get Hmax=log(q)

=10g(2Z).

After this ordinal transformation we recognize that all universal:,

proposition indicator must have bit number one, one and all par-

ticular proposition indicator have the bit number one, zero;

while all negative propositions have the bit number one, zero

4



while all affirmative propositions have this bit, one. In

matrix's connectivity structure the above description may be well

represented as-

Universal Particular

Affirmation

Negative

11

01

10

00

Let D be the discriminating function. Naturally it is dependent

on the II and 12 and the association is a logical association.

So, we have the D as follows

D<-----11 (+) 12

where (+) is the operator producing the discriminating. function

D. From the table of mood(figureS.~.), we see that, the first row

and the first column are not shaded and hence are valid mood. One

of the characteristics of this set of cell is that at least one

of them will have a A type proposition. So the condition under-

stood from the table may be expressed by the following WFF:

FOR (P1='A') OR (P2='A')---->MOOD=.VALID.

Karnaugh map, attempts to summarize from table and from the same

concept, we find that unshaded blocks have an attribute that each

5



A E 0

A AA AE AI AO

E EA

IA - SHADED MOODS ARE INVALID

0 OA
D UNSHADED MOODS ARE VALID

YABLE 52 AFTER COMPII AllON OF IABLE 22 23& 25



have one A-type premiss or have premisses which will procedure 11

by oring.

This suggest that an oring operation between 11 and 12 may repre-

sent the condition. This suggestion is perfectly ok for El type

of proposition, since the El cell is also unshaded but IE cell,

however, is not unshaded and this naughty element disturbs the

idea. For this particular element we can arrange a special check

to sieve it out. By a string concatenation we can discriminate

the IE cell. As we know that similarity and dissimilarity may be

easily recognize from the distance function and providing a easy

distance function with the help of mathematical differences we

find

D" = (11.12 - 0110) = 0000 ,11.12=0110

/=0000 ,otherwise.

is to concatenate two string coming as, ,where the operator

arguments.

To provide a single decision node for the consideration of mood

only one discriminant is necessary. The complete discriminant

function

D= (i1 <or> i2=11) .and. (i1.i2 /= 0110)

will sieve out, by only a single decision node, rendering the

entropy higher.

6



S.;t)PRODUCTION OF 13 INDEX

From the consideration of figure and mood we see that 13 is de-

pendent on figure. Table ... shows this dependence. So we can say

that the 13 indicator is also a function of mood and figure of

syllogism. Let us prepare the 13 indicator. Definitely 13 index

will have to be produced from the logical manipulation of figure

and mood of the syllogism. The mood of the syllogism will have to

be understood from the 11 and 12 indicators of the minor and the

major propositions. Let ($) be an operator to map 11 and 12 on to

13'. Then

13'=11 ($) 12

where ($) is the required operator.

From the table.~~. it is clearly understood that for the first

two rows, 13'=11 <and> 12. This also follows from the rules of

sy1logism_ The figure 3 and 4, however, do not agree with this

operations and the effect of figure has to be incorporated in

this. By the occurrence of a term twice in a syllogism, we can

discriminate the middle term. Arranging the following transfor-

mation so that minor and major terms become one and the middle

term is zero all the four figures can be discriminated. Besides ,

7
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Mood
FigU~_

AA AE AI AO EA EI IA OA N

AAA All EAE EIO

2 AEE AOO EAE EIO

4

4

3

4

All

Il1J!Il1IE\!!I Naughty Element

1:.:.;.;.:.:.)Cells to have figure correction

TABLE 53 nOOD-FIGURE TABLE



a simple Function can be designed which can figure out the as-

sociated figure of the syllogism.

Let F be the transformation to bring a sequence in the figure

discriminant. In Ashby form we can write the functions as

F: 01.

10

v

00

o

10

01

v

01

1

10

10

v

10

2

01 :Fl

01 :F2

v

11

3

Figure 1 and 2 may easily be discriminate from figure 3 & 4 since

the value of F for the figure 1 and 2 is less than 2.

From the table( ...) (I3/='A') for 3rd and 4th figure,

13 ( {'I','O','E'} and

n(I3= 'E')=1

So,

V 13 (

Hence 13=13

=13

{ 'I', '0' }-----> 130 ( {1,0}, 131 ( {O}

11, f ( {0,1}

01, F ( {2,3}

gives all but AEEE-4 which may discriminated by A.E.Ol string.

8



So,
13= 13' ~ 11

= 13'

= 10

01

F ( {0,1}

F ( {2,3}

I1.I2.F="ll1001"

5.~)DISTRI8UTA8ILITY INDEX

We have prepared the tables from rules of syllogism and hence

honoured the rules, since we have utilized the information from

the table directly during the preparation of 13 index and D.

However, we have not considered distributability during the

preparation of D discriminator. A term may be distributed in a

proposition for that the position of the term in respect to

other term in the proposition and the premisses-type index be-

comes relevant. From the table :s.~,we wri te the condi tion of dis-

tributability of a term x in a proposition j as follows:

A term is distributed when
1. Ij='A' <and> schematic position position of the term X is

X-T, T is the other term.

2. Ij = J E J

3. Ij=' 0' <and>

T-X

schematic position of the term X is

9
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Subject Distributed

A: Ai $ 9r:~P E No 5 i5 P

- 0-: $ome 5 are:M~P:.. ,.

.

Subject UndistriblIted

J

'C
(l)

::l
.Q.-
I.....-
(I).-o
(l)...-
Il:l
Co)-'C
(l)
I..
~

Both terms Undistributed

.Oneterm Undistributed

Both terms distributed

Eigure till Showing Scheme of Distribution of terms
I, /



Since we may have to consider it, a number of time for the condi-

tion 2 and 3 (ref.:chapter-2), let us prepare a logical function

with the term and the proposition number as arguments.-,
Let C be the function such that

C: {true:false}=C(X,j), where X is the term in concern

and j is the proposition to be checked.

The conditions of 2 may be written with the help of the function

C as follows-

Om = C(M,l) v C(M,2)

The condition 3,however, is dependent upon the 13 indicator which

may take one of the four values. Let F be a function to relate 13

to FF the Oistributability index(checking distributability to en-

sure valid conclusion). In ashby form the function may be written

as:

FF:
A E I o :13

C(S,l) C(S,1)~C(P.2) C(P,2)

So the ultimate composite discriminator is

0=0' ~ Om - FF

which can filter all invalid compositions faithfully.

10



which can filter all invalid compos1tions faithfully.

A hasl) table of size n(Il.I2) '"n(figure) can I)old all combina-

tion of mood and figure. A very simple hash may be performed with

the following function to obtain valid 13 and discriminator

together-

k=hash(mood,figure)

=(Il.I2)*4+figure

IF (13 ;:' A) .Ai'!u. T(l,i'!)=X) .DrL
(I3='E') . OR.

(13='0') .AND. T(2,N)=X)

THEi'!

C<---.TRUE.

L I



CHAPTER 6

REPRESENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM

6.1 DECISION TABLE &' FLOW C.HAk'TS

Now that. we have prepared the individual parts of the model •

we are in a position to compile and integration them in a whole

by the process of synthesis

The operations of a production system may be represented by an

number of methods such as flow charting. writing. iconic model.

tabular representation. Flow charting is one of them. A[19]

flowchart is a directed network having three kinds of vertices-

1. A function vertexis used to represent a functition

f:x-->y.symbolized as shown in the figure6.1a

2. A Predicate vertex is used to represent a function(or

predicate) P:x-->{T.f}. that is. a Boolean expression which

passes control along one of the two branches. expresses as shown

in the figure 6.!b.

3. A collection vertex represents the passage of control from one

of two incoming branches to one out going branch. as shown in the

figure 6:1-(:--

1
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Figure 61iaJA Function Vertex

_9
Figure 6J.(b)APredicate Vertex

••

Fiqure 6~ Collection Vertex.



6.1.1 WHY.DECISIONTA13l-E

Flow chartsa.~widely accepted means of describing the logic of

computer's program for both development and documentation pur-

pose but it is quite primitive and it[15] has several disadvan-

tages which should encourage the analyst to seek alternate method

for stating the pertinent aspect of problem. Decision-logic

tables provide an alternative. It has a lot of advantages over

flow charting:

1. Logic is stated precisely and compactly.

2. Interrelations of variables and complex logic is easier to

understand, since it is easy to locate and extract the relevant

facts form decision table.

3. Table lend themselves to update and change.

4. They appreciate tabular two way connectivity relations for the

representation, and due to two way links, generally it does

not spread over several pages like that of flow chart

5. Package programs are availaole to generate programs from

decision tables. For example CODASYL(Committee of on system

Language) has developed which generates programs from a decision

table and can minimize average processing time of programs by the

minimization of entropy from the given nodal frequencies or

probabilities.

2



6.12SKELETON OF STANDARD LIMITED ENTRY DECISION TABLE:

A logic decision table has four major sections, described in

table ... and listed as follows:

1. Condition Stub (CS)

2. Action Stub (AS)

3. Condition Entry (CE)

4. Decision Entry (DE).

The condition stub is the upper left quadrant and contains

description of conditions on which decisions are to be based.

Conditions are usually represented as questions. The action stub

occupies the lower left quadrant and supplies all possible ac-

tions for the conditions listed above. The condition entry sec-

tion is found in the upper right quadrant and answers the ques-

tions found in the condition stub. All feasible combinations of

answer to the questions are formed here where the responds are

restricted to "Y" for yes and "N" to denote no. If no response

are indicated then the response need not be checked for the par-

ticular question. The action entry is the remaining quadrant of

the table and indicate the appropriate actions resulting from the

conditions above. The only permissible entry have is "X" to indi-

cate "take this action". One or more actions may be designed for

3



each combination of responses. The various combinations of

responses and the indicated actions for each combination is

called a rule. Various rules are numbered or lettered for iden-

tification purpose.
LEDT, however, does not appreciate multiway switching of the con-

trol of the program. So, flexibility have been incorporated in

decision tables to accommodate n-nary entries, which is found in

Extended Entry table and Mixed entry Tables. To accommodate in-

itialization operation a provision have been kept in modern and a

dummy rule[19] rule zero ha~ been incorporated for this in-

itialization purpose~ The number of rules, and therefore the

number of possible combinations of conditions in a decision table

increases rapidly as the number of conditions increases. If n be

the decision nodes then it amounts to 2". In our problem decision

nodes is more than 5 and its difficult to represent that com-

binatorial explosion. We, therefore, shift to an alternate form

of decision table called Nassi Shneiderman diagram[18]'. In figure

..., a decision table for the AM model have been presented. The

figure determination part have been represented by the DT, so far

we have discussed.It is also possible to convert decision tables

into Karnaugh maps, Boolean expression quite easily. [19]

Karnaugh map in boolean algebra is a form of decision table,

entries of similar attribute deserving a similar treatment are

clumped up (with the concept of set theory) to form set. In a

4



sense, obje9tive decision table, Rarnaugh map and unformalized

tables as used in'~ ehapter 5, have a striking similarity, that

all these forms try for a compact representation from where

entries of .similar attribute can be recognized and grouped

together for similar treatments. So, all tables, presented in

this works, are to summarize the facts and help develpoment of

algorithms or programs.

6.2 ENTROPY CONSIDERATION

To bring sequence among the objects of the model a coding have

been used at some instance. For example, we have coded at

premiss-type indicator, which is composite index prepared by

quantifier and Copula. We do not have data to estimate probabil-

ity of different event, so we are compelled to use method of in-

sufficient reasoning. In the method of insufficient reasoning

probability is estimated with the consideration that we show

favour to event and assume equal chance of occurrence of all

events. For[13] equal probability fixed length coding gives op-

timal entropy, hence fixed length coding have been used which may

5



be altered subsequently, when we have actual probability values

of different events.

To perform tests to figure out figure of syllogism we can make

attempts to minimize entropy, by sequencing four tests to reckon

figure. From the table ... we find that figure three has the maxi-

mum number of valid mood. So, we place it at the beginning of the

sequence so that maximum possible entries can be attached with a

single decision node. Then, we seek the figure with next maximum

valid mood and continue the sequence. This policy will minimize

average decision node traveling and hence maximize running speed

of the program and enrich entropy. In this concern, however, we

have ~a~ assumption that frequency of valid argument is more

than that of invalid argument.

With this assumption we generate the following flow chart with

Reinwald & Soland's algorithm[l9] [20] in mind, which is similar

to that of TSP(traveling Salesman Problem). Here,we have

shifted from so called structured flow chart concept, so as to

make representation compact. A[ ..] structured flow chart is a

flow chart which can be expressed as a composition of the four

primitive flow charts as illustrated in figure 6.2.

We also present pseudo-hash algorithm as an alternate based on

6
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Figure 6 Four Primitives for 6 structured Flowchart



the concept of Hash function of prof. Knuth.

To check the performance, we also present a program, which fol-

lows from the given flow chart.

7
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Condition Entry RO Rl R2 R3 R4

Condit ion 5tub

Figure 1--) T( I, 1) = T(2,2) Y

Figure 2--> T(2, 1) = T(2,2) Y

Figure 3--) T( 1,1) = T( 1,2)
Y

Figure 4--) T(2, 1) = T( 1,2)
Y

5=T(2,1)
P=T(2,2) Y
M=T(I,1)
FF=O
5=T( I, 1)
P=T(1,2)

y

M=T(2,1 )
FF=O -- -- ---

--5=T(2,1 )
P=T( 1,2)

y

M=T(I,1)
FF=O
5=T(I,1)
P=T(2,2)
M=T(2,1 )

Y

FF=O

READ: I ,T
Y

Eigure6b Decjsion Table for Mood determjnation
. , r! i :

,..,,,. ,i: [



Read: T,I
0= (11 <and> 12) "(11.12 <> 0110)

D =.True.

PRINT:
"INVALID
MOOD"

S=T(2, 1)
P=T(2,2)
M=T(I,I)

FF=OI

T(l,1) = T( I ,2)

Y(8/16)

N(131l9)

T(2, 1) =T( 1,2)
Y (8/13) Y (5113)

S=T(l I)
T( I I )=T(2 P=T( 1'2)N(4/8) , 'Y(4/8) ,

. M=T(2, I)
T(2,1 )=T(2, p5:TT«2'21) FF=Ol

MO Y( 1) - I,
M=T(I,I)

5=T(I,1)
P=T(2,2) FF=I 1
M=T(2, I)
FF=11

13=11 <AND>12 <AND>FF

N (7/8) Y(1/8)

13=10

A

Dm =C(M, I ) <OR>C(M,2)

13= o

F =C(S, I) F=C(S, I) <AND) C(P,2)

T=Dm" D" F

F=C(P,2)

Y
PRINT: 13,5,P

D=.TRUE.
N

PRINT:"INVALID ARGUMENT"

FIGURE 6.3 MODIFIED NASSI-SHNEIDER!1AN DIAGRAM FOR THE AM

./



READ I,T
0=11 <OR> 12

~(2, 1) = T(2,2)

F

13 = 11 <AND> 12
13 = 13 <AND> FF

F

T

T

T

T

Mood is
not ok

P=T(2.1l
S=T(2,2)
M=T(1,ll
FF=OI
NF=4

P=T(2,ll
S=T(2,2)
M=T(l,ll
FF=O1
NF=3

P=T(2,ll
S=T(1,2)
M=T(l,ll
FF=11
NF=l

P=T(l,ll
S=T(1,2)
M=T(2.1l
FF= 11
NF=2



T
13 = 10

Dm = C(M, I) <or, C(M,2)

(A,E,I,0),13

A= 11

F=C(s,l )

E=10

F=C(S, 1) • C(P,2)

1=01

F = 1 1

0=00

F=C(P,2)

D=d' • Dm • F

print:
Invalid
Argument

F
D = I 1 (.TAUE)'-.

Print: 5, 13,P



A test Program to check AM model
Coded by: Md. Nazmul Haque
M.Sc. student, Dept of Computer Engineering
BUET,Ohaka

***********************************************************************
****************************************************************

Inputs: I--> premiss-indicator.
T--> Terms of premisses.

C Internal Variables:C D--> Valid/Invalid Mood discriminator
C Dm--> Distributability index
C NF--> Figure type index
C FF--> Figure Correction index.

C Output:C S--> Subject of the conclusion
C P--> Predicate of the Conclusion

CHARACTER*20 T(2,2),S,P,M,MASK(4)*lO
CHARACTER*60 BF(1),Tl,T2,T3

CHARACTER*60 SHOW(7)

INTEGER I(3),D,TT
LOGICAL F,DM,C
COMMON /CX/T,I********READING TYPE INDICATOR MASK*************************************
OPEN(l,FILE='THE_TYP.DAT' ,STATUS='OLD')

READ (1,,(2X,A) ') MASK
CLOSE(l)

*



1 CONTINUE
OPEN(I,FILE='THE.DAT' ,STATUS='OLD')
READ(I,'(A)' ,ERR=I,END=I) SHOW
WRITE(*,'(A)') , OmOJ',SHOW(7)
DO 10 J=I,2

11 WRITE(*,'(A\)') SHOW(1+(J-l)*3)
READ(*,*,ERR=II) I(J)

12 WRITE (* ,'(A\ )') SHOW (2+ (J-1 )*3)
READ(*,'(A)',ERR=12) T(I,J)

13 WRITE(*,'(A\)') SHOW(3+(J-l)*3)
READ (*,,(A),,ERR= 13) T (2 ,J)

10 CONTINUE
D=I (1)*4+1 (2)

********MOOD CHECKING***************************************************
IF«I(I).NE.3 .OR. I(2).NE.3).AND. D.EQ.6)GOTO 99999

********FIGURE 4 CHECKING***********************************************
IF(T(2,1) .EQ. T(I,2» THEN
P=T(I,I)
S=T(2,2)
M=T(2,1)
NF=4
ENDIF

*******FIGURE 3 CHECKING************************************************
IF(T(I,I) .EQ. T(I,2» THEN
P=T (2,1)
S=T(2,2)
M=T(I,I)
NF=3
ENDIF

*******FIGURE 1 CHECKING************************************************

IF (T (1,1) .EQ. T (2 ,2 » THEN
P=T(2,1)
S=T(I,2)
M=T(I,I)
NF=1
ENDIF

*



******FIGURE 2 CHECKING************************************************
IF(T(2,1) .EQ. T(2,2» THEN
P=T(l,l)
S=T(l,2)
M=T(2,l)
NF=2
ENDIF

*******PREPARATION OF PROPOSITION TYPE INDICATOR OF THE CONCLUSION(I3)**
TT=O
L1=MOD(I(1),2)
L2=MOD(I(2),2)
IF(L1 .EQ. 1 .AND. L2 .EQ. 1) TT=l

C WRITE(*,'(A,I2)') , 24;lH',TT
IF(I(1).GE.2 .AND. I(2).GE.2 .AND. NF.LE.2)TT=TT+2
I(3)=TT

********the odd member************************************************
IF (I(1) .EQ. 3 .AND. I(2) .EQ . 2 .AND. NF.EQ . 4)I(3 )=2

********DISTRIBUTABILITY OF MIDDLE TERM CHECKING************************
DM = C (M, 1) .OR . C (M ,2)
WRITE(*,' (A)') , 24;40H'

C WRITE(*,*) DM

IF(.NOT. DM)THEN
WRITE(*,*) , FALLACY OF UNDISTRIBUTED MIDDLE TERM'
GOTO 99999

ENDIF
*



.AND. C (P ,1)
F=C(S,2)
F=C(S,2)
F=C(P,l)

20

C

********DISTRIBUTABILITY CHECKING**************************************
F=.TRUE.
IF(I(3).EQ.3)
IF(I(3) .EQ.2)
IF (I(3).EQ .0 )
WRITE(*,*) Fif(.NOT. F) WRITE(*,*) , TERMS ARE NOT DISTRIBUTED'

*********CHECKING THE FINAL DISCRIMINATOR******************************
IF(F) THEN
DO 20 J=1,2
IF(I(l).NE.O)THENWRITE(*,'(A,A,A,A)')MASK(I(l)+l),T(l,J),'ARE ',T(2,J)

ELSEWRITE(*,'(A,A,A,A)')MASK(I(l)+l),T(l,J),'ARE NOT ',T(2,J)
ENDIF

CONTINUE
WRITE(*, '(A)') , CONCLUSION==> ,
IF(I(3) .NE.O) WRITE(*,' (A,A,A,A/J)') MASK(I(3)+1) ,S,'ARE' ,P
IF(I(3).EQ.0) WRITE(*,'(A,A,A,A//)') MASK(I(3)+1),S,'ARE NOT ',P

ENDIF
READ(*,*)
READ(*,*)
CLOSE(l)
GOTO 1

*********FLAG ALL INVALID ARGUMENTS***********************************
99999 WRITE(*,*)' INVALID ARGUMENT'

READ(*,*)
CLOSE(l)
GOTO 1
STOP
END
LOGICAL FUNCTION C(S,N)
CHARACTER*20 T(2,2),S
COMMON /CX/ T,I
INTEGER N,I(3)
C=.FALSE.IF( I(N).EQ. 3 .AND. T(l,N).EQ.S) C= .TRUE.
IF(I(N) .EQ. 2)C= ,TRUE.

IF(I(N) .EQ. 0 .AND. T(2,N).EQ.S)C= .TRUE.
RETURN



CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

7.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION

Limited computing facilities is a real constraint in the field of

ambitious software research. It may seem irony to work on a topic

like AM model (a subset of AlP) with such limited computing

facilities. Scope of this type of research work ,however, is in-

creasing with the improvement of computing facilities at BUET. We

have a limited hardware resources because of its expenses. But we

can make adequate advancement in the field of mathematical

modelling, algorithm and software development.

Most of our software research are diverted towards numeric

processing; and semi-numeric and non-numeric fields are quite

neglected in our country. AM model is a deviation from this

trend.

The fact representation technique of the AM model is- quite

straight forward. So the representational efficiency (at least

due to its user friendliness) is more than that of WFF. Here we
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do not use any tag variable and use only one artificial symbol

per proposition whereas predicate logic always needs more than

one artificial symbols. So the algorithm and the premiss struc-

ture can be used in AlP model for syllogistic type dialection.

The structure of the proposed form is more toward BangIa language

structure and hence it will be easier to convert BangIa state-

ments into the Proposed form and use the algorithm directly.

BangIa sentence structure seems quite feasible for the repre-

sentation of knowledge.

singular propositions

structure. For example,

The universal affirmative ,negative and

may obtain similar treatment in this

By object itself the universal negative has been taken care of

and in the implication of the symbol complementary sets have been

represented. We also find the use of quantifier when it is neces-

sary and. otherwise it is implied from the sentence. This fact is

well appreciated in this proposed model.

We have designed our premisses structure after a survey that how

it has been implemented in English, Propositional and predicate
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oaloulus and finally in Bangla Language. The form of predioate

oaloulus and simple Bangla sentenoe struoture has oonsiderable

oontribution in the proposed form. Before the final tabular rep-

resentation of the propositions, we have deoomposed the proposi-

tions into tabular struoture. Then we have designed and employed

the table handling prooedure to represent out model. This table

handling prooedure may be employed in a lot of similar problems

and it may reoeive importanoe like that of matrix operations.

Tabular relations have more explioit links than that of textual

form and henoe tabular method of assooiation of data items is

more oonvenient for the representation of ideas, in many

instanoes. Partioularly for initial mappings it is a strong

media. Standard matrix operations have tried to exploits this

form to oertain extent. But it oan be exploited in a muoh greater

extent with some more operations. In ~hapter3[~ ..~ some of these

have been appreoiated. The standard operations of matrix involves

only mathematioal field. But we need logioo-mathematical field to

oope up with a bigger domain of problems of modeling(speoially in

oomputer). Tables have symmetrio oellular struoture and eaoh rows

have equal number of oell. The proposed form, unlike WFF, have

equal number of entries per proposition. Henoe , it is quite easy

to aooommodate the elements of a proposition in to a table and

arrange table handling prooedure to produoe oonolusion.Much re-
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search needs to be diverted in the field of multi-level, multi-

purpose cybernatic system and a new set of powerful table.han-

dling tools can contribute this.

During the development of this model BangIa sentence structure

and use of hexa-decimal system in BangIa units of measurements

(such as sixteen chatak equals one seer etc.) drew our attention.

Conversion of hexdecimal number into binary or floating point

number is easier than that of decimal. It seems, a lot of inter-

esting things like this, may be discovered from the symbolism of

BangIa Language and for that, adequate research is necessary in

this field.

7.2 SCOPE FOR FURTHER WORKS IN THIS FIELD~

A lot of works may be diverted in the field of AlP. The concept

of models like AM may be employed in various similar field. This

may be taken as a general guideline of many subsequent modeling

in similar fields. Here system approach have been discussed in

context with computer aided modeling. Nowadays most of the

scientific investigations are performed with the guideline of the

systems approach and the inception of System Engineering and the

Knowledge Base Engineering may be attributed to the general sys-
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systems concepts.

The application of topology in the field of computer aided system

modeling may render modelting problems much easier. Much research

work needs to be diverted into this field to find out many subtle

advantages of the concept. And this may have very strong influence

upon general purpose programming language subsequently.

The concept of multi-base number system may bring, new tools for

coding and hashing. The combinatorial spaces may be represented

by this system, much efficiently. Also this may be used to repre-

sent pattern characteristics of the elements of systems from

which may subsequently be used to produce discriminant of pattern

recognition problem. And it needs to draw attention of the com-

puter scientists and mathematicians.

To fix up the optimal coding of proposition type index research

some research has to diverted in the statistical characteriza-

tion of reasoning tendency in different section of people.

The AM model has been designed to map between two premisses and

conclusion. But it does not show, the locus of dialection to

solve general problems. Different search methods has to be used

for that. These search methods, in combination with AM, may show

consider intelligence.

5
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The PF may be used to represent facts internally. Learning sys-

tems may exploit this structure and gather informations for sub-

sequent usages. So, some more research has to be taken up to

design fact gathering and supplying systems.
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\ RULES OF INFERENCE (Used in constructing formal proof of
validity)

1. Modus Ponens (M.P.)

p ( q

p

So, q

2. Modus Tollen (M.T.)

p ) q

p

So, q

3. Hypothetical Syllogism (H.S.)

P ) q

q ) r

So, p ) r

4; Disjunctive Syllogism (D.S.)

p v q

p

So, q

5. Constructive Dilemma (C.D.)

(p ) q) . (r )s)

p v r

So, q v s
,

6. Absorption (Abs.)

p ) q

So, p ) (p.q)



7. Simplification (Simp.)

p.q

So, P

8. Conjunction (Conj.)
p
q
p.q

'. 9. Addition (Add. ),

p

So, p v q

Rules of Replacement:

(Tautologous or logically true bi-conditionals. Any of the

following logically equivalent expressions may be replaced by

each other whenever they occur.)

10. De Morgan's Theorem (De M.)

-(p q) = (-p v -q)
-(p v q) = (-p -q)

11. Commutation (Com.)

(p v q) = (q v p)

(p q) = (q p)

12. Association (Assoc.)

[p v (q v r)] = [(p v q) v r]

[p (q r)] = [(p q) r]

13. Distribution (Dist.)

[p (q v r)] = [(p q) v (p r)
[p v (q r)]=[(pvq) (p v r)]

14. Double Negation (D.N.)



•

16. Material Implication (Impl.)

~.
!i

J'

J:
--; , 15. Transposition (Trans.)

~
-J
I

:=1="""1i
>

17. Material Equivalence (Equiv.)"I
(p = q) = [(p ( q) (q ) p)]

(p = q) = [(p q) v CP . -q)]

18. Exportation (Exp.).
, [(p.q) ) r)] = [p ) (q ) r)]
l----i 19. Tautology (Taut.)

:=J
~ p = (p v p)
3

p = (p p)

-
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